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Name: date: period: __ _ 

ch. 8, 9 chemical bonds & molecular polarity and misc: mass spectra; metal/ alloy/; lattice energy; PES 

75 points (3 ec) test AP chemistry 

Academic Honesty: The answers on this test are my own and I am using only the allowed set of notes as described in the syllabus. 
have not discussed the test questions with anyone before or during the test nor have I seen the test questions prior to the exam. If you 
violate any of the preceding items or do not sign, your semester grade is a F. 

Signature: 

In problems involving any calculation, show your work in an organized manner, include (i) any relevant equation (or formula), (ii) 
conversion factor(s), (iii) put the proper units in your calculations and answer, and (iv) have the proper number of significant figures 
in your answer. 

I. Based on the below simulated mass spectrum of an atom 
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estimate av_~rage atomic mass of the atom. [IO points] 
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2. What is the relative size of atoms in a(n) __ alloy ? [IO points] 

a. interstitial 

b. substitutional 



3. Describe the chemical bond in_ and the basis of the chemical bond using the concept of electrostatic forces. I 10 points] 

a. sodium chloride 
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b. carbon tetrachloride 
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4. In regards to_, (i) sketch the shape of the molecule, (ii) name of the shape of the molecule, (iii) bond angle(s), and 
(iv) molecular polarity & its basis/ rationale. [15 points] 

a. CH2Ch 

b. SF4 
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In regards t~,HJd~ COOH, a carboxylic acid with a methyl group,_. [20 points] 

2. 

a. sketch the shape of the molecule (hint: there are 3 central atoms) and what is/ are the bond angle(s) in the, 
molecule associated with each central atom ? 

b. identify the hybrid orbital(s) in all central atoms and your basis/ rationale 
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c., describe the fomrntion of these hybrid orbital(s) 
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6. old topic - fill-in the table; might be hypothetical atom/ ion. [ 13 points] 

# neutrons 
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Name: date: period: __ _ 

ch. 8, 9 chemical bonds & molecular polarity and misc: mass spectra; metal/ alloy/; lattice energy; PES 

75 points retest AP chemistry 

Academic Honesty: The answers on this test are my own and I am using only the allowed set of notes as described in the syllabus. 
have not discussed the test questions with anyone before or during the test nor have I seen the test questions prior to the exam. If you 
violate any of the preceding items or do not sign, your semester grade is a F. 

Signature: ________ _ 

In problems involving any calculation, show your work in an organized manner, include (i) any relevant equation (or formula), (ii) 
conversion factor(s), (iii) put the proper units in your calculations and answer, and (iv) have the proper number of significant figures 
in your answer. 

I. Sketch the PES of carbon and oxygen and show the "high" versus "low" energy level on the appropriate axis and the 
numeric value of the "size" of the PES signal. Also, label the source of each signal - atom and its atomic orbital. 
Basis/ rationale of the relative energy level of the atomic orbital between carbon and oxygen. [15 points] 

2. What is the relative size of an atom and its corresponding cation ? Basis / rationale ? [IO points] 
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3. In regards to H2N - CHO, an amide,_. [20 points] 

a. sketch the shape of the molecule (hint: there are 2 central atoms= carbon and nitrogen) and what is/ are the bond 
angle(s) in the molecule associated with each central atom ? 

b. identify the hybrid orbital(s) in all central atoms and your basis/ rationale 

c. describe the fonnation of these hybrid orbital(s) 
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d. use valence bond theory to describe the bonds in the compound 
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4. Sker_ch(~.~L possi!Jle ~~~is ~t~udufes,of carbon dioxid,!_ant select the best L~wis s~ructu~e based on 
[10 pomts] " 1 i.\ ~ " ,.,1... . 
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5. In regards to_, (i) sketch the shape of the molecule, (ii) name of the shape of the molecule, (iii) bond angle(s), and 
(iv) molecular polarity & its basis/ rationale. [15 points] 
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6. old topic [5 points]: 
75mmol 

solve fork, where--. -
minute 
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k (5 mole )2 using units of mole and minute. 


